1. Professor Fritz Arndt teaching his beloved chemistry

2. Fritz Arndt, bedecked with honorary medals, sitting for a bronze bust made for the German Chemical Society

3. Heinz and his sister Bettina
4. Heinz (left) holidaying with friends in Viareggio, Italy, 1934 and his brother Walter (right) and sister Bettina (top left)

5. A young German in Oxford

6. Dapper young man
7. Heinz and his sister Bettina

8. Heinz and Ruth in Cambridge, 1940
11. The future Mrs Arndt, Ruth Strohsahl, 1939
12. Heinz and Ruth in their student days at London School of Economics, 1939
13. Heinz with his mother Julia at Ruth and Heinz’s wedding
14. Ruth with her mentor, Marjorie Rackstraw (right)
15. Wedding, Hampstead, 12 July, 1941
16. Their first Australian beach, 1946 with son Chris

9. Relaxing in Switzerland
10. Interned and sent to Canada, 1939
17. Arndt family in Ainslie
18. Heinz with his young family—Chris, Bettina and Nick

19. Ruth playing the piano at one of her migrant parties, with Heinz looking on

20. Neighbours in Hurstville, Noel and Joan Butlin, 1945

21. Arndts in the Deakin front garden, then set in a bush landscape

22. Family holiday on the South Coast

23. Ruth on her favourite back terrace
24. Heinz and Ruth share a moment at Tuross Lakes


26. Heinz and Ruth in Canberra
27. The well-dressed BBQ chef